
THE STATE OF TEXAS 

vs. 

CL1NTON LEE YOUNG 

Cause No. 27,181 
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DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO THE STATE'S MOTION TO 

RESCIND THE HEARING ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO 

WITHDRAW OR MODIFY THE EXECUTION DATE SET FOR 

OCTOBER 26,2017, AND REQUEST FOR TELEPHONIC CONFERENCE 

ON OR BEFORE OCTOBER 11, 2017; EXHIBITS A, B 

The state has taken two conflicting, and equally incorrect, positions in 

response to Young's Motion to Withdraw or ModifY his Execution Date. First, the 

state asserts that this Court lacks authority to withdraw Mr. Young's execution date 

under Article 43.141 until "the Court of Criminal Appeals [CCA] grants the trial 

court permission to consider [the] merits" of his claims under Article 11.071, 

section 5-something the CCA has not yet done. Second, and at the same time, 

the state makes the diametrically opposing claim that this Court somehow does 

have the authority to hear evidence and make full-blown factual findings on the 

merits ofYoung's claims at this stage, to the extent that it can even hear and 

guilt or innocence-all before the CCA has made any authorization decision 

whatsoever. The state cannot have it both ways. And in fact, both of its 

contentions are wrong; 



' A proper reading of Texas law clarifies the scope of this Court's current 

i.e. before the CCA has decided whether or not to authorize claims under article 

11.071 section 5-the trial court only has jurisdiction to take two limited actions. 

documents listed in the statute, to the CCA under Article 11.071, section 5(b). 

Second, it has authority to modify or withdraw Young's execution date under 

.A~rtic!e 43.141 (d), if it finds that fi1rther proceedings on Young's pending habeas 

application are necessary. 

Except for these two specifically-authorized actions, "[t]he convicting court 

may not take further action on the application before the Court of Criminal 

Appeals issues an order finding that the requirements [of Article 11.071, section 

5(a)] have been satisfied." Tex. Code Crim. Pro., art. 11.071, section 5(c) 

(emphasis added). This means that this Court may not engage in any merits fact

finding unless and until the CCA authorizes Young's claims in his successor 

petition. On this point, the language of the statute is clear and unambiguous. 

Section 5(a) of Article 11.071 states that "a court may not consider the merits of or 

grant relief based on the subsequent application" before the CCA determines that it 

"contains sufficient specific facts establishing that" the requirements of article 

11.071, section 5(a) are" met: the authorization decision. Tex. Code Crim. Pro., 

art. 11.071, § 5(a). To hear testimony and take evidence on the merits-including 

hearing any testimony by David Page or any other witness-before the CCA rules 

on the threshold authorization question would be t.o "take further action on the 

application," in violation of Article 11.071, section 5( c). 

In short, this Court has authority to withdraw or modify Young's execution 

date under Article 43.141, and to transmit. t.he application and other documents to 
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the CCA under Article 11.071, section 5(a), but it lacks authority to hear evidence, 

order discovery, or rule on the rnerits of Young's claiutS before the CCA 

authorizes those claims for merits consideration. Indeed, at this point it is not even 

clear which, if any, of the claims at issue in the application will be authorized. 

I. YOUNG OBJECTS TO THE STATE'S EX PARTE REQUEST TO 

CALL PAGE AS A WITNESS, AND THE COURT'S EX PARTE 

ORDERS GRANTING PAGE COUNSEL AND USE IMMUNITY 

The state wants this Court to engage in precisely the unauthorized 

factfinding that section 11.071, section 5 forbids. On October 3, 2017, Young's 

counsel !earned from a newspaper article that the state had secretly sought and 

obtained in this case--ex parte and without notice to Young--orders granting 

counsel and use immunity to David Page so that he can testify at Young's October 

16, 2017 hearing regarding withdrawal of the execution date. (Ex. A, M. Farrand 

Decl., '11'117-8.) Those orders had apparently been entered more than two weeks 

earlier, on September 15,2017. (!d., 'lf7.) But Young's counsel were never served 

with either the state's motions requesting counsel or immunity for Page, or this 

Court's orders granting them. (Id., 'lf6.) In fact, Young's counsel were never 

notified of those documents' existence in any way. (Id.) Paradoxically, the trial 

court clerk served Young with a different order issued September 15, 2017-

simply setting the hearing for October 16, 20 l 7-but inexplicably did not serve 

Young's counsel with the other orders issued that day granting Page immunity and 

counsel so that he can testify. (Id., 'lf4.) It was purely by chance that Young's 
• .. • ' r- ... 1 • 0 1 ,...,.. ' 1 '"'\ ""' ... ,..., 0 ,, ' counsel nappenea to nna me newspaper amc1e on vcrooer ,, LV It saymg mat 

immunity had been granted to Page weeks before. Until that discovery, Young's 

counsel were never even informed that the state intended to call Page as a witness 
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at the upcoming hearing at all. 1 (/d.,~ 5.) The media apparently received notice of 

these facts-and copies ofthe pleadings and orders-while Young's attorneys did 

not. This secret entry of orders, just weeks before Young's execution, constitutes a 

blatant due process violation that denied Young's basic right to notice and an 

The timing of the Court's orders and the District Attorney's motions for use 

immunity and appointment of counsel to Page also suggest improper ex parte 

contact betv;een the prosecutor a..11d trial judge. Both the C-ourt's order gr:::111ting use 

immunity to Page and the Court's order appointing Page counsel were signed two 

days before the motions for those orders were even filed by the DA: the DA's 

motions are both dated September 15, 2017, but the court's orders granting them 

were apparently signed by the trial judge two days prior to that, on September 13, 

2017. This suggests that the Court was somehow informed of the state's intent to 

filo> thP motions discussed them with the nrosecution. and granted them. all before 
---- ---- ----------, - ------- -- -- - • J ....., I 

the motions were even submitted to the Court for consideration and without any 

notice to Young or opportunity for Young to respond. 

Upon learning of the ex parte immunity motion and order on October 3, 

2017, Young's counsel immediately called Assistant District Attorney Ralph Petty. 

(ld., ~ 9.) In that conversation, Mr. Petty confirmed that the immunity had been 

sought ex parte, and told Young's counsel that he intended to present David Page's 

1 Counsel for Young requested a hearing on his Motion to Withdraw or 
Modify the Execution Date under Article 43.141 to provide the trial court with an 
opportunity for legal argument. The triai court issued an order on September i 5, 
2017 granting a hearing. Nothing in the order stated, or even suggested, that the 
District Attorney's office intended to call David Page as a witness. Nor was 
Young's counsel otherwise informed of this. (Ex. A, M. Farrand Dec!.,~~ 4, 6-
10.) 
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testimony at the October 16, 2017 hearing in order to resolve the question of who 

whether further proceedings are necessary on Young's claims under Article 

43.141: the subject of the hearing. (Id., ~ 9.) Mr. Petty said that he intended to 

(/d.,~ 9.) In effect, the state is prematurely seeking to hold "further proceedings" 

on Young's claims right now, without any authorization decision having been 

sided: the state sought to secretly prepare to call Page as a witness without 

informing Young's counsel or giving them time to prepare, at a juncture that does 

not permit sufficient time for Young's counsel to prepare or arrange for 

transportation of the numerous other fact witnesses that would be relevant to a 

merits hearing on Young's claims were such a merits determination appropriate. 

Both the court's grant of use immunity to Page and the proposed taking of 

his testimony by the state in an unauthorized and one-sided proceeding constitute 

"further action on [Young's] application" that is expressly prohibited at the pre

authorization stage by Article 11.071, section 5(c). The sole issue currently before 

this Court is a purely legal one: whether further proceedings are needed on Mr. 

Young's claims. Tex. Code Crim. Pro. Art. 43.141(d). By seeking to call Page as 

a witness, the state concedes that such proceedings are, in fact, necessary. But this 

Court cannot hold those proceedings now. It can only decide whether or not to 

withdraw Mr. Young's execution date so that those proceedings can occur after the 

CCA authorizes the claims. 

Because this court currently lacks jurisdiction to hear testimony on the 

merits of Young's claims, the hearing set for October 16, 2017 necessarily 

contemplates only legal argument on the threshold question of whether further 
5 



proceedings are necessary. It is not an evidentiary hearing. Indeed, this Court 

needed on Young's claims under Article 43.141: that is, it has Young's 

application. The court can read that application and decide for itself whether it 

Court has no jurisdiction to do more. 

II. THIS COURT DOES HAVE AUTHORITY TO WITHDRAW 

YOUNG;S EXECUTION DATE UNDER ARTiCLE 43.141, EVEN 

THOUGH THE CCA HAS NOT YET MADE A DECISION ON 

AUTHORIZATION 

The state ag:ain misreads Texas law in asserting that this Court "has no 
~ -

authority to grant a ... modification of the date of execution" until the CCA 

authorizes Young's claims under Article 11.071, section 5. (Motion to Rescind 

Hearing at 2.) That is incorrect. The CCA has never held that a trial court lacks 

authority to modify or withdraw an execution date under Article 43.141 when, as 

in this case, a subsequent application has been filed and the CCA has not yet made 

an authorization decision on it. Article 43.141 's plain language allows the 

convicting court to "modify or withdraw the [execution date] if the court 

determines that additional proceedings are necessary on (1) a subsequent or 

untimely application for a writ of habeas corpus filed under Article 1 1.071." Tex. 

Code Crim. Pro. Art. 43.141 (d). Nothing in the statute limits its reach to 

"authorized application[ s ]"-indeed, the word "authorized" does not appear 

anywhere in the statute's text. Rather, its provision pennitting withdrawal of an 

execution date encompasses all "application[s]" filed under article 11.071. 
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the state's argument that Article 43.141 is limited to already-authorized 

applications. Both Roach and Risinger addressed completely different procedural 

situations from that of this case. In those cases, no application for habeas relief 

was pending at all at the time the trial court attempted to withdrew the execution 

date under Article 43.141. In both cases, the CCA held the trial court lacked 

authority to withdraw the date precisely because there were "no active pleadings 

before the trial court," and the trial court lacked authority to consider the merits of 

claims in "dismissed" applications, or "possible future applications" that had not 

vet heen filed. In re Roach. 2008 WL 2486229. at* 1 (Tex. Crim. App. June 17, .I - ~ - - --- --- - - - - ./ ' ' ... .. . 

2008); In re Texas ex rei Risinger, No WR-84,212-01 (Nov. 18, 2015). 

In this case, by contrast, there is an actual, pending application. It is not 

simolv a "oossible future aoolication." nor is it a prior application that was 
~ J J. ~ .._ • .. .... 

dismissed. It exists on file now. Thus, the CCA's rationale for holding the trial 

courts lacked authority to withdraw the execution dates in Roach and Risinger for 

"possible future application" or dismissed applications, is inapplicable here. 

Interpreting Article 43.141 to permit withdrawal of an execution date only 

when the CCA has already authorized claims, as the state urges, would also 

produce absurd results and render the statute supertluous. If Article 43.141 oniy 

applied after the CCA had already authorized claims for merits consideration, then 

it would have effect only in instances where the CCA had authorized claims for 

merits determination but failed to stay the applicant's execution. But that 

circumstance would never arise, because whenever the CCA finds that Article 

11.071, section 5's requirements have been satisfied a writ of habeas corpus issues 

automatically. See Tex. Code Crim. P., art. 11.071, § 6(b) ("If the convicting court 

receives notice [from the CCA] that the requirements of Section 5 for 
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consideration of a subsequent application have been met, a writ of habeas corpus, 

(emphasis added); Ex parte Chi, 256 S. W. 3d 702, 714 (Tex. Crim. App. 2008) 

(holding that once the CCA determines that § 5 is satisfied, the application is 

Court should interpret Article 43.141(d)(l) in a way that harmonizes it with Article 

11.071-that is, in a way that allows the statutory scheme to have operative effect 

and does not create tension between the different provisions. See In re J.MR., 149 

S.W. 3d 289, 292-93 (Tex. Crim. App. 2004) (holding that related statutes that are 

in pari materia must be construed in a way that harmonizes their effect and avoids 

conflict); TIC Energy and Chemical, Inc. v. Martin, 498 S.W.3d 68, 74 (Tex. Sup. 

Ct. 20 16) (courts should "giv[ e] effect to each provision [of a statute] so that none 

is rendered meaningless or mere surplusage.") 

This Court's decision on whether to modify or withdraw the date under 

Article 43.141 need not (and cannot) involve factfinding or a resolution of the 

merits of Young's claims. The question before this Court is simply whether 

Young has shown that additional proceedings-where factual disputes such as 

Page's credibility can be resolved-are necessary in the future, such that the CCA 

should have more time, without a looming execution date, to consider the merits of 

Young's successor application. 

III. THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY SHOULD BE JUDICIALLY 

ESTOPPED FROM ARGUING THAT THIS COURT LACKS 

AIITHOlUTY TO WITHDRAW THR RXRC:llTTON DATE 

The District Attorney's Office should be judicially estopped by its prior 

litigation conduct from arguing that this Court lacks jurisdiction to withdraw or 
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made exactly the opposite argument in order to convince this Court to issue the 

execution warrant in the first place. Having succeeded on that argument, the state 

advantage and deny this Court the power the state previously claimed it had. 

"Judicial estoppel is a common law principle that applies when a party tries 

to contradict his or her own sworn statement given in prior litigation." Stewart v. 

Hardie, 978 S.W.2d 203, 208 (Tex. Ct. App.- Ft. Worth, 1998). "It is designed to 

protect the integrity of the judicial process by preventing a party from 'playing fast 

and loose' with the courts to suit the party's own purposes." Jd. "In other words, 

it is used to prevent the use of intentional self-contradiction as a means of 

obtaining unfair advantage." !d. 

Here, the state has done exactly that: gained an advantage by taking one 

position, then flatly reversing that position in subsequent proceedings to suit its 

purposes. On June 2, 2017, when this Court was considering whether or not to 

issue a warrant for Mr. Young's execution, District Attorney Laura Nodolf sent a 

letter to the Court urging it to do so and stating, as one of the justifications for 

issuing the warrant, that "The Court ... on its own motion or on motion by the 

defense has the authority in the interest ofjustice to withdraw any order for 

issuance of a warrant of execution and the warrant of execution." (Ex. B, June 2, 

2017 Letter, L. Nodolf to Hon. Robert Moore, at page 2) (emphasis added). In 

other words, the District Attorney urged the trial court to issue the warrant by 

arguing that it was free to withdraw it later should it find it necessary to do so. 

This Court adopted the state's argument and issued the execution warrant three 

days later, on june 5, 2017. 
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Having procured an execution warrant from this Court based on an argument 

now be heard to argue precisely the opposite. To permit such tactics would be to 

condone the state playing fast and loose with the courts to suit its purposes. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND REQUEST 

FOR TELEPHONIC CONFERENCE 

For the foregoing reasons, this Court should issue an order stating that the 

hP.arino ~chP.rlulerl for Octoher 16. 2017 on YounQ's Motion to Withdraw or --- ---o------------ -----------7 ~ 

Modify his Execution Date is a hearing purely for the parties' counsel to present 

legal argument on whether further proceedings are necessary on Young's pending 

aoolication for a writ of habeas comus. and that no witness testimony will be 
J J .._ ' • 

taken. The Court should also rule that it has authority to withdraw or modify 

Young's execution date under Article 43.141. 

Young also requests a telephonic conference on the issues discussed in the 

parties' briefs, by October II, 2017. A telephonic conference would facilitate this 

Court's resolution of the issues presented here, and clarify the scope of the October 

16, 201 7 hearing for all parties concerned. Young asks that the telephonic 

conference be held sufficiently in advance of the October 16, 2017 hearing, or no 

later than October 11, 201 7, so that he will have time to seek review of this court's 

determination with the CCA sufficientiy in advance of that date. 
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Margaret A. Farrand (California Bar No. 235295) 
Margo A. Rocconi (California Bar No. 156805) 
Joseph A. Trigilio (California Bar No. 245373) 
Deputy Federal Public Defenders 
321 East 2nd Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012-4202 
Telephone: (213) 894-2854 
Facsin1ile: (213) 894-1221 
Electronic Mail: Margaret_Farrand@fd.org 
Electronic Mail: Margo_ Rocconi@fd.org 
Electronic Mail: Joseph_ Trigilio@fd.org 

Clinton Lee Young 
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I hereby certify that on October 4, 2017, I provided, a true and correct copy 

of the foregoing motion titled DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO THE STATE'S 

MOTION TO RRSCIND THE HEARING ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION 

TO WITHDRAW OR MODIFY THE EXECUTION DATE SET FOR 

OCTOBER 26, 2017, AND REQUEST FOR TELEPHONIC CONFERENCE 

ON OR BEFORE OCTOBER 11, 2017; EXHIBITS A, B by providing an extra 

copy for counsel for Plaintiff to the Clerk of the Court to be conformed for service 

upon the counsel for Plaintiff at the following address. Also, I have provided a 

non-conformed true and correct copy by email to rlphptty@mygrande.net and to 

the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals. 

Laura Nodolf, District Attorney 
Ralph Petty, Assistant District Attorney 
Office of the District Attorney 
500 North Loraine Street, Floor 2 
Midland, TX 79701-4745 
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DECLARATION OF MARGARET FARRAND 

I, Margaret Farrand, declare as follows: 

I. I am an attorney with the Federal Public Defender's Office in Los 

represent Clinton Young in his postconviction proceedings. 

2. On June 5, 2017, the Honorable Robert Moore, of the 385th Judicial 

District in Midland, Texas issued a warrant for Mr. Young's execution. 

3. On August 25, 2017, Young's counsel filed a motion in the 3 85th 

Judicial District to withdraw or modify the execution date pursuant to Texas Code 

of Criminal Procedure Article 43.141(d). 

4. On September 15, 2017, Judge Moore signed an order granting a 

hearing on Mr. Young's motion to modify or withdraw the execution warrant. The 

clerk, Benna Cain, in an electronic mail (e-mail) message on September 15, 2017. I 

did not receive any other order from the court on that date. I did not receive any 

other order of the court entered on September 15, 2017 until October 3, 2017, when 

my co-counsel and I independently discovered that orders had been entered and I 

5. Prior to October 3, 2017, I was not notified by anyone, and never 

I 
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received any pleading or order from the Court, indicating that the District Attorney 

intended to call David Page as a witness at the October 16, 2017 hearing. Prior to 

October 3, 2017, I had spoken by telephone with Ralph Petty in connection with the 

intended to call David Page as a witness. 

6. At no time before October 3, 2017 did Mr. Petty ever inform me that 

he was intending to file, or had filed, any motion in the trial court seeking 

appointment of counsel for Mr. Page, seeking a bench warrant for Mr. Page's 

attendance at the October 16, 2017 hearing, or requesting a grant of use immunity 

to Mr. Page in connection with his testimony at that hearing. Neither I nor my co-

counsel were served with any such pleadings or any court orders on them. I called 

Mr. Petty by telephone on the afternoon of October 3, 2017 to inquire about when 

!vir.'{ oung would be transported to the October 16, 2017 heari.."lg a..Tld !vir. Petty still 

did not mention any of these matters. He gave me no indication that he intended to 

call David Page as a witness at the hearing. 

7. After speaking with Mr. Petty on October 3, 2017, I read a news article 

regarding Mr. Young's case that was published online in the Midland Reporter-

Telegram. That news article stated that the trial court in this case had signed an 

order on September 15, 20 17-over two weeks previously-granting use immunity 

2 
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to David Page so that he could testify at the October 16, 2017 hearing in this case. 

8. The news article I read online was the first indication that I or my co-

counsel received that the District Attorney's Oft1ce intended to caii Mr. Page as a 

witness at the October 16, 2017 hearing, or that it had sought or obtained use 

irrmmnity, a bench wa..rr"l'lt, or appointment of counsel for Mr. Page for that 

purpose. 

asked him whether it was true that the trial court had entered an order on September 

15, 2017 granting use immunity to David Page. Mr. Petty said it had, indeed, done 

so, and that he (Mr. Petty) had filed a motion requesting the use immunity. Mr. 

Petty stated to me that he intends to call Mr. Page as a witness at the October 16, 

2017 hearing for the purpose of questioning Mr. Page on the issue of who shot 

Samuel Petrey. Mr. Petty stated that he intends to try to resolve that issue-of Mr. 

Young's guilt or in_nocence of Mr. Petrey's shooting-at the October 16, 2017 

hearing. I asked Mr. Petty why he had not served me with his motion seeking use 

that Mr. Petty had served us with his pleadings and court-issued orders in the past. 

Mr. Petty confirmed that he had not served us with these documents, and said he 

did not think we needed to have them. 

3 
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10. After our telephone conversation, Mr. Petty sent me an email attaching 

pdf copies of his Motion to Grant Use Immunity to a Witness at a Hearing and 

Motion to Appoint Counsel for David Lee Page, both filed September 15, 2017, and 

the court's orders granting both motions, file-statTiped on the same day but 

apparently signed by the Court two days earlier, on September 13, 2017. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Texas that 

the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and that this 

declaration was executed this 4th day of October, 2017 in Los Angeles, California. 

4 
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...... ._ __ 
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Laura Nodolf, District Attorney 
Midland County Courthouse 

500 North Loraine Street, 2nd Floor 
Midland, Texas 79701 

Ph: (432) 688~1412 - Fax: (432) 688-4938 · 

Judge Robert H. Moore 
% District Clerk 

June 2, 2017 

Midland County courthouse 
500 North Loraine Street, 3rd Floor 
Midland, Texas 79701 

RE: CR 27,181 - Clinton Lee Young 
Issuance of a warrant of execution 

Dear Judge Moore, 

Clinton Lee Young was tried and 
offense of capital murder and sentenced 
11, 2003. The Defendant's conviction 

convicted of the 
to death on April 
and sentence was 

affirmed on appeal and his three State post-conviction writs 
of habeas corpus have been denied. There is p:r.~esently no 
legal reason why a death warrant should not be issued in 
this case. 

On May 25, 2017, the Court granted the Defendant's 
motion for 2nd gunshot residue tesr.J.ng oa the hrov..rn cotton 
gloves of David Page by an entity agreed to by the defense 
and the State or as ordered by the Court with the condition 
that the Colt Huntsman .22 caliber handgun, State's Exhibit 
3, used to shoot Samuel Petrey two times in the head be 
fired two times by a person wearing a new similar pair of 
brown cotton gloves as a control for comparison of the 
gunshot residue on the control gloves and c.ue gunshot 
residue on the suspect David Page brown cotton gloves. 
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The District Clerk has filed an Inventory of Handguns 
and Live Bullets in Custody of the District Clerk, Midland 
County, Texas in this cause. The District Clerk has accessed 
and will make available the Colt Huntsman .22 caliber 
handgun, State's Exhibit 3, used to shoot Samuel Petrey and 
the .22 caliber bullets associated with the handgun for test 
firing the handgun with a new same or similar pair of gloves 
a~ the brown cotton gloves of David Page as a control for 
the gunshot residue testing of the brown cotton of David 
Page to determine if the gloves of David Page were worn 
while firing a handgun. The defense has acquired a new pair 
of brown cotton control gloves the same as or similar to the 
brown cotton gloves of David Page, and has sent the new pair 
of gloves to the District Clerk. The State is rapidly moving 
forward on reaching an agreement with the defense on the 
entity to perform the second gunshot residue testing on the 
suspect brown cotton gloves of David Page. The State is also 
rapidly moving forward on securing a Deputy Sheriff of 
Midland County to test fire the Colt Huntsman . 22 caliber 
~andgun while v;earing the new pair of control gloves to send 
to the entity who v:ill perform the gunshot residue testing 
on the suspect gloves of David Page. 

The State has before the Court a motion for issuance of a 
warrant of execution of the Defendant for October 26, 2017. 
The Court announced at the hearing on May 25 1 2017, that on 
June 5, 2017, the Court would issue a ruling on the State's 
motion for issuance of a warrant of execution of the 
Defendant on October 26, 2017. The defense has submitted a 
letter to the Court requesting that the Court on June 5, 
2017 not issue any order for execution of the Defendant. 

There are 144 days betv.:een June 5 I 2017 a.nd October 26! 2017 
not counting the . day of October 26, 2017. The 144 days 
presents sufficient time to perform the second gunshot 
residue testing on the brown cotton gloves of David Page to 
determine if the gloves were worn to shoot the Colt Huntsman 
.22 caliber handgun, to issue a report on the gunshot 
r~sidue testing, to evaluate the report and to file any 
challenge warranted by the results to the conviction and 
sentence of death of Clinton Lee Young. 

The Court, moreover, on its own motion or on motion by the 
defense has the authority .1n the interest of justice to 
withdraw any order for issuance of a warrant. of execution 
and the warrant of execution. 

The Defendant has always been represented by counsel ·in this 
case and has had the time and ·the opportunity ·to fully 
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litigate all issues in this case that would warrant setting 
aside the Defendant's c9nviction and/or sentence of death 
since the pronouncement of sentence against the Defendant on 
April 11, 2003. The time has come for issuance of a warrant 
of execution in accordance with the verdicts of the jury in 
this case. The State requests that the Court issue an order 
of execution of the Defendant on October 26, 2017. 

Respect9Jlly, n . 
(~ill~/ 

I +,.,~1,:/!f;~ / 
~~ DLAND COUNTY TEXAS L/ 
CC: Margaret J. Farrand, Counsel for the Defendant, 

at Margaret_Farrand®fd.org 
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